
Step 1

Use a plain white A4 paper.

Fold it in half horizontally.

With a pencil, draw 2 equal lines on each side of a ruler. 

Do this near the bottom of the paper, in landscape. 

This is your shadow! 

Step 3

Step 4 

Step 5 

Draw straight lines from the

ends of the shadow lines to the

crease in the middle of the paper,

You can sketch these lines with a

pencil first then use a marker to

trace them.

Do the same for the other end of

the shadow lines!

Pencil
ruler
plain a4 paper

black/dark blue

marker

To complete your ladder, use the ruler and marker to

connect the lines drawn in marker with straight

vertical lines! These will be the rungs.

Using a ruler and pencil, draw similar vertical lines

on the shadow lines. follow the spacing of the

ladder rungs you have drawn.

Once you are done, fold the paper towards you and

try to look at the ladder from different perspectives.

At the right angle, it will look 3D!  

Watch and learn! 
What is the science behind certain 

Eye-mazing Optical Illusions?

https://go.gov.sg/earlyread-opticalillusions

The 3D Ladder

Materials

Step 2 

https://go.gov.sg/earlyread-opticalillusions


Watch and learn! 
What is the science behind certain 

Eye-mazing Optical Illusions?

https://go.gov.sg/earlyread-opticalillusions

Step 1

Use the base of the cup to draw

two circles. 

Cut out the circles. 

Step 2 

Sketch the first image on one circle. 

Place the other circle on top of the

first and sketch the second image. 

Step 3

Step 4 

Step 5 

When you’re happy with them, colour the images in with

markers / colour pencils / paint!

Make sure that one image is the right side up and the other is

upside down before sticking the circles together on their

backs. 

Use glue to stick the circles together! Both images should be

seen and  facing outwards. 

With one image facing you and on

the right side up, poke two holes on

the opposite ends of the horizontal

axis. 

Thread a piece of string through

one hole and tie a knot at the end.

Do the same for the other side. 

Start by loosely holding onto the two strings. Then, draw

circles away from you until the circle flips over and over, and

the strings are twisted. 

Finally, pull both strings tightly and watch the magic happens!

https://go.gov.sg/earlyread-opticalillusions

